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LEBLANC CNE

HINDU
KUSH
MOROCCAN-STYLE HASH
Old-school processing meets a new recreational market
with Moroccan-style strain-specific hash from LeBlanc CNE.

As a solid indica strain,
the mind is blurred first,
with a massive body high
quickly washing over into
a euphoric couchlock mode.
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Moroccan-style hash is gathered by tumbling the top colas
of the plant to collect the kif, made up of fine trichome heads
and little to no plant matter. Pressed into the distinct circle with
the LeBlanc symbol in the center, these hash coins represent
the classic quality of the plant without any additives, in a way
that’s been made for thousands of years.
The material sourced for this hash is Clean Green
certified, meaning no pesticides were used in the production
of the plants. Without using any solvents or chemicals in
the extraction process, this hash is the cleanest and purest
essence of the plant, and at a tremendous value. Priced to
$30 to $35 per gram, this hash delivers a lot of quality high
for the dollar.
Our favorite element of the hash is the flavor, which smells
like it came right out of the garden. Deep and loud earthy
notes rip out of the container, with a
thick and rich tickle that can only come
from plant resins. This is the cream of
the crop, with a sour then sweet funk
that dazzles the mind and taste buds.
As a solid indica strain, the mind is
blurred first, with a massive body high
quickly washing over into a euphoric
couchlock mode.
The coins are solid to touch but
break apart under a gentle steady
pressure, with a barely sticky texture
THE SCORE
that holds together without becoming
dusty or crumbly. You can spread it over
f lavo r
a bowl of flower or smoke it individually,
ef f ec t
both bring a ton of pleasurable flavor.
la b el
Check out these coins and more oldva lu e
school finger hash coming soon from
LeBlanc CNE at your local rec store!
t ota l 19/20

M o r e i n fo r m at i o n
Facebook.com/
LeBlancCNE

29% THC 1.5%CBG
0.39% CBD 3.2% Terpenes

